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How to Master the Art of Hand Drying
 31 January 2019 By  wandcadmin 
Mitsubishi Electric Jet Towel has employed a 6th Dan black belt martial arts expert to help keep the nation’s hands more hygienic.
High-speed hand dryer campaign launched to combat mess, noise and inefficiency
In 1992, new advances in compact DC brushless motor technology were developed at the Nakatsugawa Works, a Mitsubishi Electric factory located in Central Japan. While thinking of applications for the new motor, engineers came up with the novel idea of using high-powered jets of air to rapidly blow water off of the hands instead of relying on evaporation like conventional electric dryers. As a result, the Jet Towel was officially released in 1993 and hand drying has not been the same ever since.
26 years and 9 versions later, Mitsubishi launches a campaign for us all to use hand dryers as they should be used and lays bare the technologies that have the biggest impact on performance, speed and efficiency and the quietest high-speed dryer on the market.
Mastering the Art of Hand Drying – Combat Mess
Neil Butler of Mitsubishi Electric Jet Towel explains why the company has employed a 6th Dan black belt martial arts expert to help keep the nation’s hands more hygienic as part of the new campaign;
“A large proportion of people using hand dryers in public / communal amenities leave without fully drying their hands. When questioned on this, the most popular answer that came back was that “it was taking too long”. Bacteria and germs spread far more easily on wet hands than they do dry hands, and most people do not use air-curtain hand dryers correctly – so, there was a challenge for us.”
To combat this, we have worked with our Japanese colleagues and local martial arts expert Matt Ballard to develop a martial art move we can all learn in a few seconds, that will help protect from the spread of viruses and bacteria. We have produced a hand drying video to show just how fast you can walk away with dry hands when given the right equipment and the right Jidō Kansō move.
We have also published a Study called “The Art of Hand Drying” which provides you with a comparative study of the hygiene impact of using various hand drying methods, including high-speed air-curtain style hand dryers.
Mastering the Art of Noise Reduction – Combat Noise
What exactly is the impact of noise created by electric hand dryers and can it be reduced? Our study “The Art of Noise Reduction” assesses the impact of noise and establishes how some products can reduce environmental noise, to the benefit of users, particularly in places where quietness is a necessity.
Mastering the Art of Efficient Design
Our articles on Efficient Design reveal in detail the design and engineering features that distinguish Mitsubishi Electric Jet Towel Slim and Smart high-speed hand dryers. Like martial arts, we combat inefficiency and keep focused on maximum efficiency and minimum effort by design.
The reports and video will benefit specifiers and facility managers anywhere with washroom facilities which have multiple demands from hygiene to noise abatement and where environmental, cost and design pressures need to be equally balanced.
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By clicking on the ‘Continue’ button you are accepting to be directed to a third-party website owned and operated by Direct UK Deals Ltd.
If you decide to access Direct UK Deals Ltd’s website and enter into any contract for the purchase of goods and/or services with Direct UK Deals Ltd, you do so entirely at your own risk. Mitsubishi Electric accepts no liability for any damage and loss, howsoever caused in connection with the use of, or reliance on any information, material, products, or services contained on or accessed through Direct UK Deals Ltd’s website.
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This is the website for Jet Towel in the UK
If you're visiting from outside the UK you may want to visit one of our other regional websites.
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How much could you save?
Take our survey and find out how much you could save by switching to a revolutionary Mitsubishi Electric Wave Hand Dryer.



How many users does your washroom have per day?
   Small Company (100 uses a day) 
   Medium Company (250 uses a day) 
   Large Company (500 uses a day) 
 Next Question
What hand drying system do you use?
   Paper Towels 
   Old Hand Dryer (Push Button) 
   Old Hand Dryer & Paper Towels 
 Next Question
Complete your details
 Email Address * 
   Would you like to receive occasional information about Wave hand dryers and product updates? 
We may pass your details on to a Mitsubishi Electric approved distributor to handle your enquiry.
For backup purposes, contact form data will be stored on our web server for 90 days at which point this information would be deleted.
Our privacy policy is available here.
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